SITES OF HOWIE’S SETTLEMENT 1922-1930 & TRADESMEN’S CAMP 1923-1927
BLOCK 3, SECTION 128 & BLOCK 4, SECTION 128 STIRLING PARK, YARRALUMLA – FORMER WESTLAKE, GURA
BUNG DHAURA HILLS
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The photograph on previous page was taken 20 October 2010. The GPS work was carried out by John Bruggeman.
The sites by Ann Gugler.
The area of Howie’s Settlement that consisted of 25 two and three bedroom cottages, timber recreation hall and
shared lavatories for his married men and 18 timber cubicles for his single men along with timber recreation hall
and ablution block/s & lavatories are marked with numbers 1-24. This work was carried out in June and detailed
in a separate file. – Block 3, Section 128 Stirling Park, Yarralumla.
The second half of this work that covers in the main the Tradesmen’s Camp on the eastern side of the quagmire
and is covered by numbers 28 -51. Numbers 26 & 27 are on Block 4 Section 128 Block 4, Section 128 Stirling Park,
Yarralumla. 26 marks the area of the remaining Westlake Septic Tank – this was one of three built in the Gap for
sewerage from the Westlake Cottages designed by HM Rolland. They were in use between 1924 and 1927 when the
cottages were connected to the main intercepting sewer. No 27 is in the grounds of 29 Westlake – George Sykes’
backyard where one of two Westlake plaques sits and a tree planted by our oldest men at the time in 1999 of the
dedication of the plaques. The second plaque is marked by No 51. The green strip marks the line of Haines’
Creek, which on the 1913 map is marked as a deep watercourse.
The sites marked are the major ones still easily seen in the park. There are more, but to add them to these maps
would create confusion. The land to the east of this map – not shown – has fill from I presume, State Circle work.
Following is a detail of the work carried out on 20 October – numbers 26-53

The numbers have 00 in front of them. I will leave the 00 out.
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26
Westlake Septic Tank – it is in this general area. The growth of flowers, vines etc have covered the area
making it difficult to find the exact spot. This tank is documented in other files. This is Section 128 Block 4
Stirling Park, Yarralumla.

Above: Photograph of the area of the septic tank 20.10.10 and below details of the tank taken c2000. The
photograph with Henry shows the section between the two large parts of the tank.
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Above left one of the drawings of the septic tank and on the right a detail of side wall and top section
27
Westlake Plaque – on George Sykes’ backyard – below Empire Circuit. The small square marked on tehe
aerial map above this site marks one of the survey marks.

The site of the plaque is far right and the sign on left. Westlake Walk. On the right detail of the plaque courtesy
Trish Frei.
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Photograph taken by Patricia Frei October 2010. L-R Rosi Wagner, Ann Gugler, Eugenia (Jenny) Ziganiuk and
daughter, Hilda Heidermanns.
28
Aboriginal scarred tree – Blakely’s Red Gum. This is in the area of Howie’s Settlement above the cottages
opposite the Finnish Embassy. The street is Forster Crescent, Yarralumla.

29
Aboriginal scarred tree – Blakely’s Red Gum. This tree is in the area of Howie’s Settlement above the
cottages. The nearby hillside shows evidence of small scale mining activity probably carried out in the 1860s.
30

Aboriginal scarred tree – Yellow Box

31
Milk Bottle 1 Pint NSW Fresh Food & Ice clear glass & Soft drink bottle approx 500ml AGM with skirt on
base. The AGM with skirt on the base was used between the 1930s and early 1960s.
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THE TRADESMEN’S CAMP 1923-late 1927

Top: Photograph of the Police Band May 1927 in the background is the Tradesmen’s Camp. Note the old road and
the trench cutting across the hill below the tents. The tents had wooden sides. Below: Plan for new buildings to be
erected on the eastern side of the Quagmire in the Ablutions area.
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TRADESMEN’S CAMP ABLUTION AREA

The area is now overgrown. This work of noting what is on site was carried out during the period of drought which
allowed many of the areas to be seen relatively clearly. Karen Williams and John Bruggeman worked with me to
measure the vertical drop of the land, marking the major sites. The following photographs show details of work
and the concrete pipe inserted into the ground to remove water from a building. The quagmire was used as part
of the drainage system.
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32
Plaque on concrete post – “Westlake – Old Tradesmen’s Camp 1923-1927’. Iris plants in area and Button
Wrinklewort in the area. Also undulating line of bricks, remains of concrete path. Large drainage hole of the type
found in other areas in the park. There is another similar drainage hole on the lower part of the hill near the old
road.

33
Another Drainage hole at top of the hill. This belongs to the first ablution buildings. Part of a metal outlet
pipe shows in the edge of the hole. Pieces of lead and metal corrugated iron also found in this area. Detritus
found all round here.

34
Large boulder in the nearby quagmire. It is one of a number probably used as part of the drainage system.
In the quagmire I found the remains of rubbish that included broken ceramic soft drink containers, remains of
brown lino of the type used in offices and communal buildings, etc.
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Above: Karen Williams & John Bruggeman measuring the area of one of the buildings. C2000
35
Drainage line that has a concrete pipe set in the ground and stones to direct water [see b/w photograph
page 9]

Above: Piece of tile Marked DEPT OF WORKS & RAILWS BRICKWORKS, FEDERAL TERRITORY – found above the trench
shown in diagram above. The two photographs on previous page show details of work on the area in the diagram
and a photograph of the drainage pipe on right marked as 3ft 5in.
36

Brick sawtooth pattern undulating retaining line of red bricks.

These are hard to find now because of movement of earth. There are also undulating lines of stones that may
have served a similar purpose. Following page: Right below: photograph of sawtooth pattern taken 20.10.10 and
below left same area c2003.
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Above: Undulating line of rocks c 2000. Similar ones have been found in the area of the quagmire and to the east
of the quagmire in the vicinity of a big patch of strawberries.
37
Drainage sump near big old Yellow Box with limbs cut off. Nearby on the eastern side down to the area of
the old road are a number of stone arrangements that are similar to other patterns found throughout the park –
identified as Ngunawal by elders. The photograph was taken from the road looking up the hill.

38
Aboriginal stone arrangements in surrounding three metre area just south of the old roadway. Below two
examples circa 2003.
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Below: one of the large rocks near the quagmire used as part of the drainage system c2003 In the area above the
rock there are small pebbles set into the ground. On right 20.10.10 photograph of the road where it crosses the
quagmire showing how overgrown it is now.

39
Building site Tradesmen’s Camp, drainage channels and sumps – one at top is lined with stones. The
drainage channels go down to the roadway – zig-zag. This site is to the east of the ablution area.

Above: Detail of the rock lined hole – photo taken c2000. It is marked in the following mud map.
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The heading No 1 Labourers Camp is an error. Later work established No 1 to be on Capitol Hill, Westlake. This is
part of the Tradesmen’s Camp. Also, the name of the hill is now known – it is one of the Gura Bung Dhaura (stony
ground - Ngunawal) hills.
40

Dump area 50m x 50m and associated with sites 41 and 42.
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41

Building site, signs of drainage channels

42

Glass & metal detritus all around - bottom photograph cut bone.
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43
Large boulder in area below Lord Casey’s back yard on the opposite side of Forster Crescent road. It is in
a hole and has drainage channel below. Nearby grows one of the vines often found near outdoor lavatories.

44
Big dump in drainage channel. Big burn area around 10m x 5m,oyster shells, charcoal, broken crocks,
remains of tiles made at the Canberra Brickworks.

45
Old telegraph pole cut off at the base. It is set in concrete of the type used in the 1920s. Aerial
photographs show a line of telegraph poles coming from the area of the Hotel Canberra. The telegraph poles that
run across Block 3 next to the old road and up the hill in the area of Howie’s settlement above the road and on to
Westlake Cottages, follow the original line.
46
Major stone arrangements – Aboriginal – of the style found in other parts of Stirling Park. These are on
the lower side of the old road and indicate that it is probable that Aboriginal people were still practicing
traditional culture well after European settlement. Ref: Don Bell’s story in Gugler AR -True Tales From Canberra’s
Vanished Suburbs of Westlake, Westridge & Acton.
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Below: photographs of the larger stone arrangement taken c 2000. Above are photographs taken of same area
20.10.10

47
Aboriginal Scarred Tree – Blakely’s Red Gum. Drainage ditch ends in this area. It comes down from area
near Howie’s Cottages almost to quagmire and concrete marker post.
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The marker post in the photograph on the right is in the area where the ditch begins and goes across the hill. The
photograph on the right shows the ditch now filled with shrubs that mark the line of the ditch.
48

Big old Yellow Box, burnt dump around 10 m in diameter.

In this area there is a major dump where two bottles with Dr Blackall’s name embossed on them was found – now
in CDHS collection and Queanbeyan Library collection.
49

Blakely Red Gum in quagmire with bicycle front sprocket and peddle post inserted into tree fork.

50
Track way 1920s. This road was below the old one marked on the 1913 map and in parts has bitumen
surface – in the area where very wet. Nearby, but hard to refind on this walk because of the growth of grass,
shrubs, etc is a rectangular brick lined hole of the type found in The Gap. It is linked with the main intercepting
sewer line.
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51

Second Westlake Plaque near an old apple tree

52
Big Old Yellow Box – bottles and other objects have been found near the base of the tree, which also
shows in some of the early 1920s photograph showing men in drays moving mullock from the sewer tunnel.

53
Drain from Howie’s area across to near the tree in 52. In one section near the site of the cottages a
concrete drainage pipe entered the drain. Broken glass also surfaces in this area – includes clear glass that had
turned purple. The line of the drain in the photograph on the right is marked by lighter coloured grass. Photograph
on left taken c1997.

The Bulbine Lily (photograph from book) is growing well on the Gura Bung Dhaura hills along with many other
wildflowers. The button wrinklewort endangered wild flower is also doing very well. The photograph on the right
was taken on 20.10.10. This was in the area of the Tradesmen’s Camp – Block 3, Section 128 Stirling Park,
Yarralumla.
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